
XTS
The connected monitor 

that revolutionises 
video entry systems





XTS 
INNOVATE 
WITH STYLE 

Excellent quality of the components, 
cutting-edge technologies, maximum  
attention to construction details, 
powerful and flexible software. 

Innovation comes to life  
in an exceptional design product.
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FURNISHING 
WITH 
SEMPLICITY
XTS is a touch screen monitor  
with a modern design, with 
essential lines and reduced 
dimensions. Available in 2 versions,  
with 5” or 7” monitor and in two 
finishes: Black or white.
The innovative system for clamping  
to the wall is based on a series  
of powerful magnets, for a simple 
but at the same time extremely  
safe installation.

5” Monitor

7” Monitor



APPLY 
EASILY

24 mm

11 mm

TABLE
INSTALLATION

WALL MOUNTED
INSTALLATION

RECESS-MOUNTED
INSTALLATION
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CONNECT
SAFELY

An integrated Wi-Fi card allows 
to connect XTS to any router,  
in order to use additional services  
available thanks to the internet.  

In this way, without additional  
costs, it is possible to enable remote  
management from the system  
through the CAME Connect platform.

All data is managed on the CAME  
Cloud which guarantees the highest  
level of security and reliability.

A unique device, compatible  
with X1, XIP and IP360 systems,  
to create any type of system,  
from the single villa to the  
large apartment block setting.
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Through the internet connection,  
it is possible to manage the main  
smartphone functions:

• Receive calls  
and respond to visitors

• Open the electrically  
operated doors or switch  
on the entrance lights

• View the real time images  
of the camera on  
the video door station

• Communicate in video call  
through XTS 
 

Each device includes 4 App licenses. 

The XTS 7 IP version includes 19 App licenses.

CONTROL 
FROM YOUR
SMARTPHONE
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• REDUCTION OF REFLEXES in every 
natural or artificial light situation.

• GREATER STRENGTH result of the sophisticated 
layers overlapping process.

• EXCELLENT RESISTANCE to scratches 
and to the penetration of dust and liquids.

• ANTI-FOG SYSTEM 
thanks to the assistance of air 
between the display and glass screen.

• BEST TOUCH SENSITIVITY 
for precise touch-screen control.

OPTICAL BONDING TECHNOLOGY

ENHANCE 
EVERY IMAGE

XTS uses the best technologies  
on the market to improve image 
quality and visual experience  
during the conversation.
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HIGH DEFINITION

NOTE
HD video quality can only be  
achieved on IP models.

The image has been modified  
for illustrative purposes.

WITHOUT OPTICAL BONDINGWITH OPTICAL BONDING

OPTICAL BONDING TECHNOLOGY WITHOUT OPTICAL BONDING TECHNOLOGY

Optical bonding

Natural light Natural light

Double-sided adhesive film
Protective glass

Sensore touch

Touch sensor

LED backlight

air pocket

air pocketOptical bonding Double-sided adhesive film



IMPRESS  
WITH INTELLIGENCE

VIDEO RECORDING 
The REC button allows you to record audio  
and video of the current call, to be able  
to save the file and see it at a later time.

01 02 03
VOICEMAIL 
You can set a message to be used  
as an automatic reply. The videos  
of the answers are saved directly  
in the internal memory of the device  
and, if required, transmitted in streaming  
to a mobile device, without the need  
to store data on a cloud.

CONCIERGE FUNCTION 
XTS allows you to manage the 
communication between porters and 
apartment block residents through internal 
calls, private messages and general 
notices. It is indeed possible to choose 
whether to send text messages o all the 
residents or only to specific recipients, 
ensuring total protection of sensitive data 
and offering maximum confidentiality.
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ALERTS 
The operating system allows you to check 
the date and time of each missed call.  
In stand-by mode, a warning LED flashes 
to indicate the presence of missed calls  
or voicemail messages.

04 05 06
CCTV INTEGRATION 
XTS can be used as a video surveillance 
system monitor, to control cameras  
in real time or to get a complete view  
of the exterior, in addition to the camera  
on the video door station. 

AUTOMATIC DOOR 
OPENING 
The device allows you to set the automatic 
door opening for each call. This function 
is very useful in places open to the public, 
and can be configured according  
to programmed times. 
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CUSTOMIZE 
WITHOUT LIMITS

GRAPHIC INTERFACE
The XTS interface in the IP version  
can be customized according  
to the specific needs of the user.
The customized layout can be used  
for a single device, or, in the case  
of multiple systems, for all internal  
receivers of the same building  
or residence.

IMAGES 
The photo to be used in the background  
on the home page, as well as the 
background of each page, can be  
chosen from an existing library  
or uploaded directly by the user.  
In the case of different access points,  
you can use the real photo of each 
entrance to customize the dedicated  
page, so as to make it easily recognizable. 

BUTTONS 
AND FUNCTIONS 
The configuration software allows to create 
customized icons and buttons, which can 
be positioned inside the page at the user's 
discretion. It is also possible to remove 
unused buttons or leave the screen free of 
any icon, for an elegant and refined effect.
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CAME S.p.A.
Via Martiri della Libertà, 15
31030 Dosson di Casier
Treviso - ITALY

We are a leading multinational supplier of integrated high-tech solutions for  
automating residential, public and urban settings, which generate intelligent  
spaces for the wellbeing of people.

 → Gates Automation

 → Intercom Systems

 → Burglar alarm Systems

 → Home Automation

 → Thermoregulation

 → Blinds and awnings automation 
 
 
 

 → Garage and industrial doors

 → Automatic doors

 → Turnstiles and access control

 → Bollards and perimeter security

 → Parking Systems and road 
 barriers


